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Today is Friday the 13th, traditionally the day of “bad luck”. 
 
It seems appropriate to write this paper on this day because it is designed to eliminate “bad luck” 
from investments: 
 

1) The Internet Catalogue Club and the BUSINESS CANNONS BUSINESS GROUP do 
not offer investments; 
 

2) But, Members may engage in any business privately between themselves. 
 
Unfortunately, many “investments” are really nothing more than a legal form of gambling, 
wherein mostly luck and not skill will determine the outcome. 
 
In fact, as compared to many “investments”, supporting a skilled poker player may be less risky! 
 
But, there is a simple formula than can offset any risk in any investment – totally! 
 
That is: 
 

1) Determine the amount that may be lost if everything goes wrong with an investment. 
 

2) Invest an amount equal in value to the potential loss by purchasing REVENUE 
SHARING OBLIGATION SERIES C GOLD BONDS (“RSO C G BONDS”). 
 

This formula may also be used to recover losses already incurred in previous investments. 
 
For greater RSO C G BOND returns, a private arrangement may be made with an owner of 
proven gold reserves that issues these to participate in issuer profits as well. 
 
For parties owning proven gold reserves qualified to be used in financial transactions, issuing 
RSO C G BONDS can be highly profitable with no risk at all. 
 



Such parties may easily issue RSO C G BONDS by negotiating with an entity that already does 
this. 
 
For entities that issue RSO C G BONDS, these can be readily used to offset what might 
otherwise be unwise risky investments, so as to take advantage of potential high returns. 
 
For Issuers, the full initial value of the RSO C G BONDS and the costs of issuing can be covered 
by investors. 
 
After they are issued: 
 

1) Investors may use the RSO C G BONDS as they would any other type of bond; 
 

2) And, issuers may use their interest therein to engage in other business;  
 

3) Neither would affect the other. 
 

Thus, issuers may also issue RSO C G BONDS to recover from previous losses. 
 
In short, RSO C G BONDS can convert any investment, for issuers and/or for investors, from 
a “gamble” into a sure return! 
 
For parties that wish to make double sure that they have no risk, if the investor is a Member of 
the Internet Catalogue Club and the party offering the investment is also a Member: 
 

NEWS YOU CAN USE 7070 can be used to not only recover losses but to assure 

expectations! 

 
Thus, the use of RSO C G BONDS and only doing business with Members of the Club are 
highly recommended to anyone involved in any way in any kind of investment! 
 
For more information, including a sample RSO C G BOND, please consult with your CENTER. 

 
 
 
 


